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a b s t r a c t
The availability of large-scale data about interactions of social media users allows the study
of complex human behavior. Graphs are typically employed to represent user interactions,
but several algorithms become impractical for analyzing large graphs. Hence, it can be useful to analyze a small sub-graph instead in a practice known as graph sampling. However, if
the graph is unobtainable, for example, due to privacy limitations, graph sampling is
impossible. We introduce an innovative algorithm for representing a large unobtainable
graph of user relationships such as Facebook friendships, using a streaming graph of user
activity that can include, for example, wall posts on Facebook. We applied different methods of the proposed algorithm to two large datasets. The results show that averages and
distribution statistics of nodes in a large, unobtainable relationship graph are well represented by a graph of about 20% of the size of the unobtainable graph. Finally, we apply
the proposed algorithm to identify influencers in an unobtainable graph by analyzing a
representative graph. We find that 63% to 76% of identified influencers in the representative graph act as influencers in the unobtainable graph, suggesting that the developed algorithm can effectively capture properties of the unobtainable graph.
Ó 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Online social networks (OSNs) are increasingly popular, allowing billions of users to form relationships that can be represented by a relationship graph such as the Facebook friendship graph. Some OSNs enable users to leverage their relationships by interactions such as content sharing [5], which are typically represented by an activity graph.
The activity graph provides a good approximation of the strength of the users’ relationships [26], but differs substantially
from the relationship graph [47]. For example, the ties in a Twitter activity graph, representing tweeting interactions of a
user with others, can substantially differ from the size of her Follower/Following lists.
The relationship and activity graphs affect the evolution of each other. For example, the structure of the Facebook relationship graph affects the user’s tendency to share a photo [18]. An edge in the activity graph expresses this sharing activity.
In turn, the activity graph can affect the evolution of the relationship graph. For example, a Twitter user who posts interesting content attracts others to follow her by creating a link in the relationship graph. Analysis of the activity graph might provide clues about the structure of the relationship graph.
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Analyzing a large graph is computationally complex [12]. Graph sampling methods make such analyses easier by analyzing a small sample of the original graph instead. A good sampling algorithm preserves many properties of the original graph
[12]. However, utilizing sampling approaches assume that access to the original graph is possible. Methods for dealing with
missing data might help study partially obtainable graphs but they are inapplicable when all (or most) of the data are missing [22].
We aim to study the properties of an unobtainable relationship graph (i.e., the original graph, G). Since the activity graph
contains information about the structure of G [26], it can be used to study G. Hence, we aim to find a representative graph
that would best match a set of G’s properties that can be used to study the unobtainable graph G.
The proposed algorithm treats the activity graph as a stream of edges that are processed as they arrive to generate a representative graph. We test the performance of the representative graphs for the Facebook, and Twitter datasets in terms of
preserving the averages and distribution statistics of nodes in G. The results show that a representative graph of about 20% of
the size of G accurately represents the statistics of G. We demonstrate the applicability of our algorithm by identifying influencers in a representative graph. We find that 63% to 76% of the identified influencers act as such in the original graph G.
Contrary to sampling algorithms, which must access the original graph, or missing data techniques that cannot handle
large amounts of missing data, our approach is innovative in several ways: First, we demonstrate how to represent a large,
unobtainable relationship graph using a smaller activity graph. Second, we estimate the properties of the original graph and
evaluate the performance of the representative graphs in capturing those properties. Third, we demonstrate an application
for identifying influencers in an unobtainable graph by analyzing a representative graph.
Revealing the properties of an unobtainable graph can be used to analyze hidden networks such as those of terrorists,
networks with extensive user privacy limitations, or networks that take a long time to collect.
The next section sets the theoretical background. Section 3 develops an algorithm and methods for generating a representative graph. Section 4 describes the datasets. The results are detailed in Section 5. Lastly, we discuss the contributions,
innovations, and limitations of this work in Section 6.
2. Related work
OSNs have revolutionized how people create and consume information. Currently, millions of users maintain online relationships that can be represented as a relationship graph. Examples include friendships on Facebook or Follower-Followee
relationships on Twitter.
Some OSNs allow users to leverage their relationships through interactive activities. Twitter, for example, supports posting messages (tweets), replying to tweets, mentioning, and content sharing (retweeting). Online activities can be represented
as an activity graph where nodes are active users and edges represent interactions between users.
The activity graph is a good approximation of users’ relationships [45,26]. However, the activity graph differs substantially from the relationship graph [47]. The relationship graph typically contains more nodes than the activity graph because
it is difficult to maintain interactions with many people [36].
The relationship and activity graphs affect the evolution of each other. For example, the structure of the relationship
graph largely determines the information diffusion paths [8]. A user who is exposed to content from her friends is more likely
to re-share it [18], thus creating a new edge in the activity graph. On the other hand, user interactions expressed as online
activities affect the evolution of the relationship graph. The public nature of online activities (e.g., postings) in many OSNs
[36] allow user A to follow interesting content posted by user B, thus, creating a social link in the relationship graph. Studying
user interactions through the activity graph can provide insights about the structure, properties, and evolution of an unobtainable relationship graph.
2.1. Graph evolution models
Both graph sampling methods and network evolution models try to explain the properties of a graph [25]. Leskovec et al.
[32] presented a graph sampling method, assuming that the sampled graph was similar to what the original graph looked
like when it was the size of the sampled graph. Network evolution models can simulate a graph with a given size that
matches the evolving nature of the original network [25]. We can then analyze the small graph.
The activity graph provides a good approximation of user relationships [26]. Therefore, applying a graph evolution model
to the activity graph to make it more similar to the relationship graph seems to be an attractive, intuitive idea to create a
representative graph.
Three properties are particularly important in representing the topology of a graph: Degree, Clustering coefficient (CC),
and Path-length (PL) [25]. Degree centrality helps us understand the connectivity of graphs. The CC captures local topological
features of the graph (transitivity) [46]. The PL presents the trail sequence of distinct edges between two nodes, capturing
global topological features of the graph [2,25].
The Small-world Model [46] provides a good representation of the CC but does not maintain the power-law degree distribution that exists in many real-world graphs. The Barabasi and Albert [6] Model (BA model) generates a power-law degree
distribution graph, but assumes an undirected graph, ignoring a crucial feature of networks. [27] extended the BA Model to
directed graphs, generating Indegree and Outdegree power-laws distributions. Seeking to account for the dynamic nature of
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networks, [34] introduced a model with evolving edges, where an edge grows by a linear function of time, and a deletion
follows a Poisson process.
[20] extended the network evolution further with a Poisson process, proposing three models based on the homogeneous
Poisson, non-homogeneous Poisson, and birth-death process. However, the two latter models are unable to preserve Degree,
CC, and PL simultaneously in the same graph.
Kronecker graphs [33] reproduced both densification and small diameter, while preserving the graph properties of heavytailed Indegree and Outdegree distributions, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. However, the CC of the generated graphs are
smaller than real-world graphs, and the deterministic nature of the model misses the dynamic features of real-world graphs
[7]. Thus, the Stochastic Kronecker Graphs Model [41] was developed. The model adjusts the parameters that strongly affect
the properties of the generated graphs [41]. Leverage Lu Model [13].
In the Chung Lu Model, the probability of an edge formation between two nodes is proportional to the product of their
degrees. The model preserves degree distribution, but misses other graph properties such as the CC. The Block Two-Level
Erdos and Renyi (BTER) Model [30] extended the Chung Lu Model and matches both the degree distribution and CC. One
deficit of the BTER is that it does not preserve community structure parameters such as community densities and membership that are retained in the Generalized BTER Model [11]. However, the Generalized BTER Model misses the CC per degree
[19]. Two other important models are the Forest Fire Model [12] and the Random-Surfer Model [10]. We discuss them further in Section 2.2.
To summarize, network evolution models can simulate a graph that preserves only a few of the properties of the original
graph. Contrary to network evolution models, graph-sampling methods are more suitable for capturing structures that are
similar to the original graph [25], as reviewed next.

2.2. Sampling from static graphs
Graph sampling is the task of selecting a set of nodes and edges from an original graph G, while preserving specific properties of G in the sampled graph Gs [2,25]. Then, we can analyze Gs instead of G.
Two main graph statistics are node-level, and graph-level [2]. A node-level statistic describes a characteristic of a node
such as Degree. A graph-level statistic describes a characteristic of the entire graph such as its diameter. Another distinction
is made between point and distribution statistics [2]. A point statistic is a single value such as an average PL, and a distribution statistic is a vector of statistics (e.g., PL distribution for all nodes).
Recent graph sampling studies [25,2] used Degree, CC, and PL measures to test the extent to which Gs preserves the properties of G. Sampling methods can be categorized into three main groups: Edge Sampling, Node Sampling, and Traversal
Based Sampling.
Edge sampling (ES) selects a subset of edges from the original graph and then selects the nodes that are connected to
those edges [2]. ES does not preserve many graph properties such as the CC and connectivity [3], due to the independent
sampling of edges. However, ES is expected to preserve the PL of the original graph due to its bias towards high-degree nodes
[31].
Node sampling (NS) selects a subset of nodes according to a distribution, neglecting the structure of the original
graph. Then, only edges between the sampled nodes are kept [31]. For example, random degree node-sampling samples
a node proportional to its degree [3]. NS does not preserve power-law degree distributions [44] or the original level of
connectivity [31].
NS with Neighborhood expands NS by first selecting a subset of nodes without topology information, and then keeping all
edges of the selected nodes with their neighbors [49]. It represents the original graph better than ES and NS but like NS and
ES, it assumes that access to the original graph is feasible. In reality, accessing a large relationship graph in many OSNs, such
as Facebook or Twitter is often limited by API calls or by user privacy regulations. Traversal Based Sampling algorithms are
more suitable for this task [2].
Traversal Based Sampling (TBS) algorithms assume partial access to the original graph [2]. Examples of TBS
algorithms are Breadth-First Sampling [29], Depth-First Sampling [29], Snowball Sampling [48], and Random-First
Sampling [17]. Breadth-First Sampling starts with a root node and explores its neighboring nodes first, before moving
to the next level neighbors. Breadth/ Depth/ Random-First Sampling produces samples biased towards high-degree
nodes [31], and they differ in their implementation. Breadth/ Depth/ Random-First Sampling selects the first/ last/
random nodes respectively [17].
Snowball Sampling is another TBS algorithm that starts by selecting a set of nodes. Then for each selected node, k unvisited neighbors are added randomly to the node-set [48]. Snowball Sampling preserves the connectivity of the original graph.
However, it is biased because the nodes sampled on the last round miss many neighbors [31].
Forest Fire (FF) [32] is a probabilistic version of Snowball Sampling. FF starts by sampling a node uniformly at random.
Then, it ”burns” a random number of its outgoing edges that is geometrically distributed with mean pf =ð1  pf ). These edges
are added to the sampled node-set along with their neighbors. The process is repeated for each visited node until no new
node is selected. Then, a new node is randomly chosen to continue the process until reaching the desired sample size.
The FF algorithm well represents densification law, shrinking diameter, and community guided attachment [32], but misses
high-degree nodes [2].
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The Random Walk algorithm is related to Snowball Sampling [37]. Random Walk starts with a selected node and at
each iteration, the node and all of its neighbors are discovered. Then, one of the neighbors of the visited node is selected
uniformly at random (or according to some weight) to be visited [37]. The PageRank algorithm [39] illustrates a random
walk of various lengths on the web graph. The number of random walks is determined by a positive real value a, where
a 2 ½0; 1Þ. Snowball Sampling becomes Random Walk for k ¼ 1. Random Walk is memoryless whereas, in Snowball Sampling, selected nodes are excluded from future steps. Thus, Random Walk obtains a stationary distribution of a Markov
Chain analysis [37]. Random Walk is biased since high-degree nodes are more likely to be sampled, resulting in a uniform
distribution of edges [37].
The transition probability between nodes in the Markov Chain Model can be changed to output uniform NS in undirected
graphs, preserving the node degree distribution of the original graph, as the Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk algorithm
does [28]. Calculating the transition probabilities requires knowledge of the adjacent nodes’ degree distribution, which is
hard to obtain. The Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk algorithm was expanded to sample from directed graphs by considering unidirectional edges as bidirectional edges. Frontier Sampling [40] is an edge sampling algorithm that was also
designed to preserve the degree distribution of the original graph by obtaining a sample graph with the least mean square
error compared with the original graph.
The Random Walk with Jumps algorithm [32] avoids the Random Walk’s tendency to be trapped in dense regions of the
graph by allowing a user to jump to a random node when trapped [40]. The Multi-Dimensional Random Walk algorithm [40]
also addressed this trapping problem by conducting a node sampling (NS) to obtain an initial set of nodes. Then, at each step,
the algorithm chooses a node v with a probability proportional to the node’s degree, chooses a random neighbor w of v, and
collects edges between v and w.
TBS algorithms can be used with partial access to the original graph by accessing only a node’s neighborhood. Various
techniques have been developed to handle partially available data [22] as discussed next.
Partially available data. [23] estimated the parameters of an original graph by using Exponential Random Graph Models
and then utilized the estimated parameters to simulate missing ties. [21] used observational data to infer the edges of the
graph. [24] introduced small biases in the of parameter estimates of up to 20% of missing users. [22] analyzed dynamic
graphs with missing data in multiple periods but considered only users observed at the start and the end of the analyzed
period.
The Inclusive Sampling Method [22] has been proposed for dealing with missing data in dynamic graphs with multiple
periods. This method involves forming subgroups of the data for each period where each subgroup includes only members
that are fully observed at the start and end of the period.
The reviewed graph-sampling algorithms in this section assume a static graph structure. This assumption is inappropriate
for large and dynamic graphs. Moreover, these algorithms ignore the time-evolving streaming nature of OSNs. Therefore, an
algorithm for sampling from a streaming graph, which assumes that the graph can be accessed only as a stream of edges, is
preferable when the graph is dynamic [50].
2.3. Sampling from dynamic graphs
Streaming graphs are continuous and dynamic over time, and their structure is not fully observable [2]. A sampling algorithm from a streaming graph produces a sampled sub-graph by sequentially sampling edges or nodes of the streaming
graph. [1] proposed an algorithm that uniformly samples a subset of edges from a streaming graph. Recent studies
[35,42,43] focus on estimating transitivity and local triangle counts in graph streams. Streaming graph sampling methods
typically estimate the temporal distribution of Degree, CC, and PL [2].
All of the discussed methods so far assume that the sampled graph has: 1) full access, 2) restricted access by crawling
(e.g., by the Random Walk), or 3) streaming access when the graph is dynamic. In the last case, we cannot explore the neighbors of the nodes. Thus, the graph is accessed only sequentially as a stream of edges.
Directly sampling from the original graph is often impractical due to graph size, API or privacy limitations, or hidden relationships. As a result, the original graph is essentially unobtainable. Methods for dealing with missing data are also inapplicable since all or most of the data are missing [24].
This research assumes that access to the original relationship graph is not possible. However, public activities of users are
obtainable. We propose an algorithm that utilizes a smaller, dynamic, streaming activity graph to generate a representative
graph of the large relationship graph (G). The proposed algorithm preserves the properties of the latter graph and allows us
to study it.
In this study we ask two research questions (RQ):
1. Can an activity graph represent a relationship graph?
The activity graph is a stream of edges, which represents users’ interactions over time. The larger the time window is, the
larger the activity graph. Thus, a natural question is:
2. How small can the activity graph be to represent the relationship graph?
To answer these research questions, we created an algorithm to represent an unobtainable relationship graph based on
the activity graph.
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3. Algorithm for inferring the properties of an unobtainable graph
The developed algorithm (RAG) generates a Representative Activity Graph GR ðV R ; ER ; wR Þ of the unobtainable relationship
graph GðV; EÞ.
Since G is unobtainable, RAG uses the observed edge stream of the activity graph within a predefined time window to
generate GR . In GR : (i) nodes represent users (V R # V), (ii) directed edges arrive in a streaming fashion in any arbitrary order
[2], representing interactions between users, and (iii) the weight of the edges denote the frequency of interactions between a
pair of users within a defined time interval.
RAG (Algorithm 1) involves three steps: 1) select all streaming edges of the activity graph within a predefined time interval, 2) select nodes that are attached to the selected edges from Step #1, and 3) add new nodes from Step #2 to GR , add all
streaming edges to ER , and update the weights of the edges (wR ). These steps are repeated until the desired number of nodes
(n) is collected.
Algorithm 1 Representative Activity Graph (RAG).

RAG captures infrequent user interaction activity and increases the connectivity of the collected nodes by considering
their cumulative interaction over time. Given that very active nodes appear more frequently in the activity graph, GR might
be biased. RAG counters this bias by selecting all nodes within a time interval, including less active nodes. RAG also selects all
streaming edges and aggregates them in GR . This process resembles edge sampling (ES) if one thinks of the streaming edges
as a sample of edges from the original graph (G). Similar to ES, RAG is expected to preserve the PL of G but not the CC.
Recall that sampling algorithms sample nodes or edges directly from G to generate a sub-graph (Gs ) of G. Since RAG cannot access G, it generates a representative graph of G based on user activity.
Sampling algorithms and RAG aim to preserve the properties of G. However, by generating smaller graphs than G they
create graphs with biased properties compared to G. RAG generates a representative graph (GR ) that is smaller and differs
substantially from G [47]. Hence, we expect that the properties of GR will be biased compared to G.
3.1. Algorithm methods
We developed several methods based on the RAG algorithm, with the goal of better representing the properties of G. We
first generate GR by Algorithm 1 and then apply the methods proposed in this section to GR .
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Since the representative graph (GR ) is smaller than G, there is a scaling effect on some of its statistics [32]. Our goal is to
compensate GR for the lack of knowledge about user relationships in G. We follow a similar approach to [32] by assuming
that G looked similar to GR at some previous point. Seeking to mimic the temporal evolution of G, we apply theoretical network evolution principles (Section 2.1) to GR . Hence, compensation is achieved by the addition of edges to GR , aiming to scale
up its properties to resemble those of G.
We assume that G does not evolve during data collection or during analysis. However, the activity graph (the input to
Algorithm 1) does evolve.
Typically, user relationships in real networks are not independent events [16]. Assuming mutuality, if eij 2 ER , then
eji 2 ER . However, a single interaction might not imply a relationship, as defined in the First method (RAG1).
 RAG1: if eij 2 ER and wR;ij > 1, then add eji to ER with wR;ji ¼ 1.
Adding multiple edges to GR might sharply reduce the PL. We expect RAG1 to do well representing the mutuality in G. However, it is likely to miss the CC, since triangles are not the focus of the RAG1 method.
The Small-world Model preserves the CC but does not maintain the power-law degree distribution. The BA Model generates a scale-free degree distribution but does not possess a high CC. To scale up the properties of GR , the next method
(RAG2) aims to maintain both the power-law degree distribution and high CC. The CC is tunable by applying RAG2 to GR with
different parameters.
 RAG2 involves three steps: (i) select a graph evolution model Mi (Table 1), ii) sample a set of nodes of size S from GR ,
according to a probability P k;j (Table 1iii) for each node from Step #2, connect its neighbors according to M i . Add new
edges between unconnected neighbors to GR .
RAG2 has three tunable parameters: M i ; P k;j , and S. The first two parameters create 18 combinations: three graph evolution
models (M i ) times six node sampling probabilities (P k;j ). In addition, the size of S changes. These parameters control for the
CC and graph evolution. However, they might over-represent nodes with high Indegree, or low CC, depending on the selected
parameters.
Each method creates a new representative graph by adding edges to GR .
3.2. Algorithm complexity
Let jV R j be the number of nodes, and jER j be the number of edges in GR . Step #1, line 2 in RAG (Algorithm 1), is repeated
k 6 jV R j iterations until the desired number of nodes is collected, assuming that GR contains at least the desired number of
nodes. In each iterations (time steps t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; tk ), Algorithm 1 processes jEt j edges (Steps #2 and #3 starting at line 4 in Algorithm 1). Hence, the time complexity of RAG is OðjEt1 j þ . . . þ jEtk jÞ ¼ OðjER jÞ.
RAG1 begins by generating GR using RAG with OðjER jÞ time complexity. Then, it adds opposite edges to existing edges in GR
having weights larger than 1 with OðjER jÞ time complexity. Thus, the time complexity of RAG1 is OðjER jÞ.
RAG2 begins by generating GR using RAG with OðjER jÞ time complexity. Then, a set of S nodes is sampled from GR and their
neighbors are connected by an edge according to a graph evolution model, having the highest time complexity for the CC
2

algorithm of OðjV R j  d Þ where d is the average node degree [14]. Since d is defined by dividing the sum of all nodes’
2

2

degrees by the total number of nodes, d ¼ OððjER j=jV R jÞ2 Þ. We can write OðjV R j  d Þ ¼ OðjER j2 =jV R jÞ. Since
2

4

3

3

jER j 6 jV R j ; OðjV R j =jV R jÞ ¼ OðjV R j Þ. Thus, the time complexity of RAG2 is OðjV R j þ jER jÞ. Since ER 6 V R , the time complexity
is OðjV R j3 Þ.
Table 1
Tunable parameters of RAG2.
Graph evolution models (M i )
MBr
MFF
MBA

A Bernoulli process with a success probability P B
Forest Fire Model with a forward burning probability P f

Barabasi and Albert [6] Model with a - the power of the preferential attachment Every new node is
born with a single edge

Node sampling probability (pk;j )
with (j ¼ 1) or without (j ¼ 0) replacement;
k 2 fDeg; PR; CCg
P Deg;j
P PR;j
P CC;j

Nodes with high Indegree are more likely to be sampled
Nodes with high PageRank [39] are more likely to be sampled
Nodes with low CC are more likely to be sampled

Sample size of the node-set
S

Number of sampled nodes from GR according to a probability pk;j

** Different values were tested (see Section 5.4).
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Space complexity for all suggested algorithms requires locating GR in memory, meaning, OðjV R j þ jER jÞ.
Blagus et al., [9] who empirically compared seven graph sampling methods, found that random node sampling by degree
and BFS achieved the best results in preserving a property of the original graph with OðjVjÞ time complexity. However, these
methods do not preserve several graph properties simultaneously. On the other hand, the FF algorithm [32] preserves many
graph properties (Section 2.2) with OðjVj3 Þ time complexity simultaneously. When the original graph is unobtainable, graph
sampling is impossible. Our proposed algorithm can preserve properties of an unobtainable graph (elaborated in Section 5)
with OðjVj3 Þ time complexity simultaneously.
Next, we elaborate on the evaluation methodology that measures the extent to which the representative graphs represent G.
3.3. Evaluation method
We follow four steps to evaluate the accuracy of each representative graph.
1. Define a set of graph statistics. Following similar studies [32,12,2] that represent a large graph by a smaller graph, we
consider: Degree, PL, and CC which are evaluated as point and distribution statistics.
We do not limit the discussion or the evaluation of the statistic to a specific distribution such as a power-law degree distribution. Our goal is to find the best algorithm that generates a representative graph that gives the most similar statistics
to G.
2. Generate a representative graph of G by each method (Section 3.1) and RAG (Algorithm 1).
3. Compute the statistics from Step #1 for each representative graph.
4. Evaluate the accuracy of the statistics’ estimations of each representative graph by comparing them to the true statistics
of G.
For evaluation, in Step #4 only, we assume that the relationship graph G is obtainable. In Steps #1 to #3, G is
unobtainable.
To compare the distribution statistics of a representative graph with that of G, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) Dstatistic test like [32]. The D-statistic is defined as the maximum distance: D ¼ maxðjF 1 ðxÞ  F 2 ðxÞjÞ, where x represents the
range of the random variable, and F 1 and F 2 represent the cumulative distribution functions of G, and the representative
graph respectively. The smaller the distance, the more similar the distribution curves, indicating the better the representation of the statistic. Hence, we seek to minimize the distance between the two distributions (F 1 and F 2 ).
4. Data description
The First Dataset (DS1) includes two Twitter (TW) graphs [15].
1. Activity graph (DS1.1) contains 985,590 tweets: retweets, mentions, or replies regarding the Higgs boson particle with at
least one of the keywords or hashtags ‘‘LHC”, ‘‘cern”, ‘‘boson”, or ‘‘Higgs”. The interactions were sent between 00:00 AM,
July 1, 2012 and 11:59 PM, July 7, 2012. An edge eij indicates that user v i posted a tweet addressed to v j .
2. Relationships graph (DS1.2) consists of nodes representing the authors of the tweets in the activity graph (DS1.1), and
edges representing the Following relationships. In a directed edge eij node v i Follows node v j .
The Second Dataset (DS2) includes two Facebook (FB) graphs [45].
1. Activity graph (DS2.1) contains 838,092 wall posts of FB users who appear in the FB relationship graph (DS2.2). A directed edge eij indicates that user v i posted on the wall of v j . The wall activity contains interactions between September 14,
2004, and January 22, 2009. Each post contains information about the wall owner, the posting user, and the posting time.
2. Relationship graph (G) (DS2.2) was collected between December 29, 2008, and January 3, 2009, representing the New
Orleans regional static, and directed friendship graph on Facebook. A directed edge represents a friendship. Note, on Facebook, any friendship imposes bi-directional edges.

Table 2
Characteristics of the relationship (G) and the activity graphs.
Graph Metric

Nodes
Edges
Window size (Dt )
OBS

Twitter graphs (DS1)

Facebook graphs (DS2)

Relationship (G)

Activity

Relationship (G)

Activity

456,626
14,855,842
–
–

456,626
985,590
1-hr
168

63,731
1,545,686
–
–

46,952
838,092
1-month
52

OBS: number of observations (time steps) of the activity graph.
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Table 2 summarizes the two datasets.
Next, we generate representative graphs of G in both datasets by using the RAG algorithm and the proposed methods, and
evaluate their performance.

5. Analysis and results
Before generating representative graphs, we preprocess the two datasets and explore their dynamics over time.
To test if a single observation of the activity graph is sufficient to represent the properties of the relationship graph, we
split the activity graphs of both datasets by time intervals (Dt in Table 2), creating graph observations that will be used later
in Algorithm 1.
For DS1.1, we split the Twitter interactions by 1-hr intervals, resulting in 168 observations of the activity graph. A time
interval of 1-hr was selected because the decay time scale of user activity was 1.13 h [15]. Thus, Dt ¼ 1hr is sufficient to
capture the temporal activity in the graph.
For DS2.1, we split the Facebook interactions by 1-month intervals, following [45]. This process resulted in 52 monthly
observations of the Facebook activity graph.
Fig. 1 presents the monthly and hourly average point statistics for each temporal observation of the activity graph of the
Facebook and Twitter datasets respectively, versus the average point statistics of their relationship graphs (G). Since the
Indegree and Outdegree statistics were highly correlated, hereafter, we report only the Indegree statistics. Fig. 1 shows that
the temporal observations of the activity graphs do not preserve the average statistics of G. Users are infrequently active,
affecting the statistics of the activity graphs.
To better represent the properties of G, we create the GR representative graph for each dataset by using RAG (Algorithm 1).
RAG collects the edges of the streaming activity graph until the number of nodes in GR (the size of GR ) equals a predefined
fraction of the of nodes in G (the size of G). Previous studies [32,2] tested sampled graphs that were 10% to 40% of the size of
the original graph. We test larger fractions, from 10% to 60% of the size of G.
To verify whether GR differs significantly from G, we compare their structure by using a quadratic assignment procedure
(QAP) test [16], one for each dataset, with 1,000 replications. QAP is a non-parametric, restricted permutation test for the
significance of an association between two matrices with complex dependencies. QAP enables us to evaluate the extent
to which the graphs are correlated in terms of their structure, and whether that correlation is significant.
QAP requires the compared graphs to be the same size. Therefore, using Algorithm 1 we first generate GR at the earliest
time step where its size (n) is 10% of the size of G. Then, we create a sub-graph of G, containing nodes that appear in GR , and
edges that connect those nodes in G. Both GR , and the sub-graph of G have the same node-set but can have different edges.
We perform six QAP tests beginning with 10% of the size of G and increasing to 60% in 10% increments.

Fig. 1. Point statistics of the activity graphs vs. the relationship graph.
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Fig. 2. Estimated density of the QAP replications.

Fig. 2a and b present the QAP test results at 10% of the size of G for Facebook and Twitter, respectively. Both graphs (GR ,
and the sub-graph) in both datasets differ significantly with a low correlation of 7  104 on Facebook, and 4  103 on Twitter, and P v alue  0. The results are similar for graph sizes 10% to 60% but are not presented for brevity.
In accordance with the evaluation steps (Section 3.3), in Step #1 we use three statistics: the Degree, CC, and PL. In Step #2,
we generate representative graphs (with sizes from 10% to 60% of the size of G) in each dataset by using the RAG algorithm
and the proposed methods (Section 3.1). In Step #3, we compute the point and distribution statistics of each representative
graph. Finally, in Step #4, we compare the statistics of the representative graphs to the original relationship graphs (Facebook and Twitter), as elaborated next.
5.1. Comparing point statistics
Fig. 3 depicts the average point statistics of the representative graphs for each dataset generated by RAG (Algorithm 1),
and by the two methods (Section 3.1) versus the average point statistics of the original graph (G).
RAG2 provides 18 potential combinations of Pk;j and M i (Table 1). We present only the best performing parameters of the
methods, as denoted next.

Fig. 3. Point statistics of G and the representative graphs at various sizes.
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Table 3
A summary of the evaluations of the point statistics.
Model

RAG
RAG1
RAG2MBr
RAG2MBA

Avg. Indegree

Avg. CC

Avg. PL

TW

FB

TW

FB

TW

FB

⁄
⁄
+
+






+

+⁄
+

+
+⁄
+
+

+
+⁄

+

+
+
+
+

(+) Overestimation; () Underestimation; () Close estimation.







RAG2M Br : RAG2ðM Br with PB ¼ 0:05; S ¼ 0:02; P Deg;0 Þ.
RAG2MBA : RAG2(M BA with a ¼ 1; S ¼ 0:02; P Deg;1 ).
RAG: generates the GR graph using Algorithm 1.
RAG1: if eij 2 ER and wR;ij > 1, then add eji to ER with wR;ji ¼ 1.
Target: the original relationship graph G.

Table 3 summarizes the observations regarding the over/under estimation of the target statistics based on Fig. 3. Estimations that reach the target statistic in at least one evaluation (10% to 60%) are denoted by ‘’ in Table 3.
Average normalized Indegree Fig. (3a and 3d). Since most edges in G are not observed in the activity graph, RAG and
RAG1 miss these edges, producing lower estimations of the average Indegree.
RAG2MBr and RAG2M BA overestimate the average Indegree of G on Twitter but underestimate it on Facebook. This finding
can be attributed to the different definitions of community in both datasets.
The Twitter dataset represents interactions among users who form a community based on shared topics of interest (Higgs
bosson) [15]. In contrast, the Facebook dataset represents interactions among users who actively chose to affiliate with a
regionally based community. Facebook users can invite friends to join a community, which increases the connectivity of a
community [4]. Thus, users who interact in DS2 (Facebook) are more likely to maintain social relationships than on DS1
(Twitter). It is more likely that RAG2M Br and RAG2M BA will underestimate the average Indegree on Facebook than on Twitter.
Average CC (Fig. 3b and e). RAG and RAG2M BA produce more clustered graphs on average than G in both datasets.
RAG1 produces close estimations on Facebook by capturing the bidirectional nature of Facebook edges. However, it underestimates the average CC on Twitter by adding opposite edges that reduce the CC of the representative graph.
RAG2MBr overestimates the average CC of G on Facebook but produces close estimations on Twitter.
Both RAG2M BA and RAG2M Br connect neighbors of high-degree nodes, creating densely connected areas in the graph.
Average PL (Fig. 3c and f). On Facebook, all algorithms overestimate the average PL due to a lack of node connectivity in
the representative graphs compared to G. The estimations are improved as the size of the representative graphs grows to 40%
of the size of G. After 40% the estimations deteriorate, as more nodes are introduced to the graph with insufficient
connectivity.
On Twitter, RAG misses the average PL, and RAG1 slightly overestimates it. RAG2M Br underestimates the average PL.
RAG2MBA overestimates the average PL, with close estimations at 20% of the size of G.
Overall, most of the graphs generated by the algorithm methods improve the performance of RAG and present consistent
estimation trends (Table 3).
Although point statistics are essential in evaluating representative graphs, they do not provide insights into the specific
parameters of individual nodes. Therefore, in the next section, we discuss the distribution statistics.

5.2. Comparing distribution statistics
In this section, we plot and analyze the distributions of the Indegree, CC, and PL statistics of the representative and original graphs. For the sake of brevity, we present only the distribution statistics of the representative graphs at 20% of the size
of G. Fractions of 10% to 60%, showed similar trends which were less accurate at 10%, and less extreme at 30%. Above 40% the
results were less accurate since the algorithm methods added too many edges to GR .
Fig. 4 presents the distributions of the three statistics that were calculated on the representative graphs and the relationship (target) graph G.
Indegree distribution (Fig. 4a and d). Both RAG and RAG1 present a similar slope and shape to the target distribution in
both datasets. However, by capturing all streaming activity edges they over-represent low-degree nodes.
On Twitter (Fig. 4a), RAG2MBr overestimates high-degree nodes, but at a degree larger than 1,000, RAG2M Br underestimates high-degree nodes. On Facebook (Fig. 4d), RAG2MBr captures the shape of the distribution but underestimates highdegree nodes.
The Twitter activity graph is more clustered than the Facebook activity graph (Fig. 1b and e). By connecting unconnected
neighbors of selected high-degree nodes, RAG2M Br overestimates high-degree nodes for degrees < 1; 000 on Twitter (Fig. 4a).
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Fig. 4. Distribution statistics of representative graphs at 20% of the size of G.

On Twitter (Fig. 4a), RAG2M BA presents a similar shape to the target degree distribution, slightly underestimating highdegree nodes. On Facebook (Fig. 4d), RAG2M BA preserves the shape of the target degree distribution but underestimates
high-degree nodes. The different trends of RAG2MBA in Fig. 4a and d can be attributed to the differences between the communities of the two datasets.
CC distribution (Fig. 4b and e). The representative graphs are highly clustered, over-representing nodes with high CC. The
only exception is for RAG1 on Twitter. RAG1 creates low clustered graphs when applied to the Twitter dataset but presents
better distributions when applied to the Facebook dataset. RAG1 captures the symmetric edge structure of the Facebook
friendship graph but misses the non-symmetric edge structure of the Twitter relationship graph.
RAG2MBr creates a CC distribution that is similar to the Twitter target distribution in terms of shape. However, it produces
less accurate estimations on Facebook, generating more clustered graphs.
RAG2MBA captures the shape of the curve of the statistics better than RAG on Twitter. However, on Facebook, this trend is
reversed.
The representative graphs generated by RAG2M BA , and RAG2M Br are highly clustered since they connect a fraction of
unconnected neighbors of selected high-degree nodes.
The vertical jumps in the CC distributions (Fig. 4b and e) reflect graphs with non-continuous CC. Given that RAG uses the
activity graph, the algorithm methods on which it relies are sensitive to changes in user activities. Hence, the bursty nature
of Twitter affects the estimations by different representations.
PL distributions (Fig. 4c and f). RAG produces longer PLs on both datasets compared to the target statistic. It underestimates high-degree nodes in G, resulting in sparsely connected graphs that lead to long PLs.
RAG1 presents a high percentage of PL estimations on Twitter and produces estimations that are very close to the Facebook target statistic. On Facebook (Fig. 4f), RAG1 performs best by capturing the structure of Facebook’s relationship graph
where a friendship imposes bidirectional edges.
RAG2MBr produces biased estimations of the target statistics on both datasets by creating representative graphs with
shorter PLs compared to the target statistic. RAG2M Br models edge formation between unconnected neighbors of highdegree nodes by a Bernoulli process, creating many short paths.
Table 4
A summary of the evaluations of the distribution statistics.
Model

RAG
RAG1
RAG2MBr
RAG2MBA

Indegree

CC

PL

TW

FB

TW

FB

TW

FB



þ1 /







+

+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+
*

+

Over (+)/ under () representation of high Indegree nodes, high clustered nodes (CC), or large fraction of path-length (PL); () Matches target.
1
Up to degree  1,000.
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For both datasets, RAG2M BA generates representative graphs with a higher percentage of longer PLs than the target distribution. RAG2M BA samples high degree nodes from GR with replacements and connects their unconnected neighbors
according to the BA Model, which does not create enough short paths.
Table 4 summarizes the observations regarding the over/under representation of the target statistic distributions based
on Fig. 4.
In accordance with the evaluation steps (Section 3.3), we next measure the extent to which each representative graph
represents the original graph.
5.3. Performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the representative graphs, we compute the KS-distance between the three distributions of
the statistics of the original graphs and the representative graphs with varying sizes. A smaller distance indicates more similar cumulative distribution curves - a better representation.
For RAG2MBr , and RAG2M BA we compute the average KS-distance of 10 runs (following [12]), and 6 graph sizes (10% to
60%) per dataset. We measured the average KS-distance between the distributions of the three statistics of G and the representative graphs (Fig. 5). Since RAG and RAG1 are deterministic, we measure their KS-distances only once. Fig. 5d presents
the average KS-distances of Fig. 5a–c.
Indegree distribution (Fig. 5a). Assuming that G is unobtainable, RAG2M BA is the closest in terms of the KS-distance, in
both datasets.
CC distribution (Fig. 5b). RAG1 outperforms all other methods on Facebook, and RAG2MBr outperforms all other methods
on Twitter.
PL distribution (Fig. 5c). RAG1 outperforms all other methods on Facebook. RAG2MBr outperforms all other methods on
Twitter.
As Fig. 5 indicates, no algorithm method performs well consistently across all statistics and all datasets. In case one needs
to choose a single representation method, the average performance of each method was calculated in terms of KS-distance
(Fig. 5d). According to Fig. 5d, RAG2M Br performs best on Twitter, and RAG1 performs best on Facebook.

Fig. 5. Kolmogorov Smirnov distances for different methods at 20% of the size of G.
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Based on the results of Fig. 5, RAG2M Br performs best in capturing the CC and the PL distributions on Twitter, which presents an asymmetric user relationship structure. RAG2MBA performs best in capturing the Indegree distribution on both Twitter and Facebook. RAG1 well represents the CC and PL distributions of the Facebook symmetric user relationship graph, since
it captures the bi-directional nature of friendship edges on Facebook.
Low KS-distances and the similar shape of the distributions of the statistics indicate that the activity graph can represent
a relationship graph, which answers RQ #1. The results show that there is no single representation method that best fits all of
the analyzed graph statistics. Nevertheless, depending on the properties of interest to be matched and the structure of the
relationship graph (asymmetric or not), one can choose an algorithm method that best preserves the desired properties of a
large, unobtainable relationship graph by a streaming activity graph. For example, according to the results, Indegree distribution is best captured by RAG2MBA for both types of graphs.
To answer RQ #2, we discuss the parameters tested in each algorithm method.
5.4. Sensitivity analysis of parameters
Using an iterative computational method, we test different values of the RAG2 parameters (Table 1). Our goal is to minimize the average KS-distance of the Indegree, CC, and PL statistics, similar to Fig. 5d.
We test the following parameters (Table 1):
 M Br with an edge formation probability 0:01 6 P B 6 0:1 with 0.01 steps. The best results (RAG2M Br ) are for P B ¼ 0:05.
 MFF with varying parameters: 0:1 6 P f 6 0:7with 0.1 steps. We chose this range since FF was found to perform best when
pf ¼ 0:7 [32]. We obtain the best results with Pf ¼ 0:2. The results are similar to the results of RAG2M BA (elaborated next)
and therefore, are not presented.
 MBA with varying power 1 6 a 6 3 where a 2 N of the BA Model. We chose this range since scale-free graphs typically
have 2 < a < 3 [13]. The best results (RAG2M BA ) are for linear preferential attachment (a ¼ 1).
We test each of the RAG2 configurations with a varying fraction of sampled nodes 0:01 6 S 6 0:05 with 0.01 steps, from
GR . Nodes were sampled with a varying probability Pk;j , where k 2 fDeg; PR; CCg, with (j ¼ 1) or without (j ¼ 0) replacement.
To expedite computations, the smaller the representative graph is, the better. We find that representative graphs at 20% of
the size of the original graph (G) yield good estimations of the target statistics. The results show that a representative graph
with 20% of the size of G is sufficient to represent the statistics of G. This finding answers RQ #2.
In the next section, we demonstrate an application for identifying influential users (influencers) in an unobtainable graph.
5.5. Identifying influencers
Different measures were suggested to identify influencers in an OSN [38]. The leading measures include Degree and kcore [38]. Specifically, the Indegree of a node reflects its popularity and can indicate its influence on others [38].
Our goal is to identify influencers in a large relationship graph (G). Since G is unobtainable, we identify influencers in the
representative graphs of G. Influencers are a small fraction of the nodes ranked at the top of the k-core or at the top of the
Indegree lists [38].
To evaluate our success in identifying influencers, we compute an overlap measure between the influencers identified in
G and the influencers identified in the representative graphs. We define an overlap between the graphs (1).

Ov erlapðf % Þ ¼ jIf % \ P f % j=jIf % j

ð1Þ

If % – The set of identified influencers (nodes), located at the top f % of a ranking, based on an influence measure (k-core or
Indegree) in G.
P f % - The set of influencers that are located at the top f % of a ranking, based on an influence measure in a representative
graph.
We evaluate the effect of different algorithm methods on a node’s influence ranking under the k-core and the Indegree
measures using four steps.
1. Calculate the k-core and Indegree for each G graph (TW and FB).
2. Generate representative graphs at different sizes (10% to 60% of G) by the most accurate method. According to our findings in Section 5.3, these are RAG1; RAG2M Br , and RAG2MBA .
3. Calculate the k-core and Indegree for each representative graph.
4. Calculate the overlap measure (Eq. (1)) with different fractions of the top f % ¼ fx 2 Nj1% 6 x 6 5%g ranking under each
influence measure.
Our goal is to find the top f % influencers in an unobtainable graph by ranking users in a representative graph. The smaller
the f % and the higher the overlap are, the more successful we are at identifying influencers in G.
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Fig. 6. Overlap score achieved by different representative graphs at varying sizes.

Among the three tested methods, RAG2M BA produces the highest overlap score for Facebook in both the k-core (Fig. 6a)
and Indegree (Fig. 6b) measures. On Twitter, RAG1 outperforms other methods, presenting the highest overlap score for both
k-core (Fig. 6c) and Indegree (Fig. 6d).
We focus on representative graphs at 20% of the size of G since they well preserve the properties of G (Section 5.2). At 20%
with f 1% , the overlap on Facebook under the k-core measure (Fig. 6a) is higher than the overlap under the Indegree measure
(Fig. 6b). At 20% with f 1% , the overlap on Twitter under the Indegree measure (Fig. 6d) is higher than the k-core measure
(Fig. 6c).
Larger representative graphs (> 20%) at f 1% improve the overlap on Facebook slightly but worsen the overlap on Twitter.
The best Facebook overlap score (0.76) is achieved by the k-core measure (Fig. 6a) using RAG2M BA at 30% of the size of G
with f 5% . In Fig. 6a, f 2% closely follows (0.74) the best overlap score at 20% of the size of G.
The best Twitter overlap score (0.63) is achieved by the Indegree influence measure (Fig. 6d) using RAG1 at 20% of the
size of G with f % P 4%. In Fig. 6d, f 2% at 20% of the size of G presents a close overlap score (0.58).
The results show that it is possible to identify influencers in an unobtainable relationship graph by using the proposed
algorithm with different methods, depending on whether or not the unobserved graph is symmetric.

6. Discussion and conclusions
Popular OSNs are huge and the algorithms required to analyze them are of greater computational complexity than can be
handled easily. Therefore, it is extremely hard to study and analyze the structure of these massive graphs.
Generating a small representative sample of a large graph is an essential tool for large graph analysis. However, directly
sampling from a relationship graph is often impractical due to the graph’s size, API or privacy limitations, or if the graph is
hidden. Hence, these graphs are essentially unobtainable.
We proposed an algorithm that utilizes the smaller activity graph rather than generating a sample of the large relationship graph. Applying the proposed algorithm with different methods to the activity graph showed that a representative
graph at 20% of the size of the large original relationship graph exhibits close parameter estimations to the original graph.
However, no method performs best consistently across all statistics and all datasets. Even in the simpler case when the original graph is obtainable, there is no single sampling algorithm that best fits all distributions [32]. Depending on the properties of interest to be matched, and the structure of the relationship graph (asymmetric or not), one can choose an appropriate
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algorithm method that best preserves the desired properties of a large, unobtainable relationship graph by a streaming activity graph.
Finally, we demonstrated an application for using the proposed algorithm with different methods to identify influencers
in an unobtainable graph. The results show that determining the top 2% of influencers (f 2% ) in a representative graph that is
20% of the size of the original graph yields a high overlap score (0.74) on Facebook with the k-core measure. On Twitter, a
representative graph with f 2% produces an overlap of 0.58 with the Indegree measure. Higher overlaps (0.63 on Twitter, and
0.76 on Facebook) require larger representation graphs (30%), and larger f %.
This study has three main limitations. First, we experimented with a Twitter dataset, which is bursty and can affect the
outcome of the results by over-representing nodes and edges or under-representing nodes with little activity. Second, the
proposed algorithm generates a graph with weighted edges but does not try to preserve the weights of these edges as a graph
property that can give insights into user interactions. Lastly, using a computational approach to search for the best model
parameters, we tested different parameter values with varying intervals, which might ‘‘jump” across the optimal point,
thereby missing it.
Our contribution is threefold: First, we develop an algorithm and methods that can represent a large unobtainable relationship graph by using a streaming activity graph. Second, we show that a representative graph that is 20% of the size of the
relationship graph is sufficient to approximate the properties of the relationship graph. Third, we demonstrate how to analyze a small representative graph instead of a large, unobtainable relationship graph to determine the leading influencers in
an OSN.
The activity graph enables us to analyze large unobtainable graphs, as well as graphs with extensive user privacy protections or graphs whose information takes a long time to collect. The proposed algorithm can be used to build patterns for
graph mining applications such as role discovery in large OSNs or detecting influential users by centrality measures. Future
research can utilize the results of this study to analyze privacy protected networks that can pose a serious threat to user privacy in OSNs.
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